Once Upon a Lyme... A Tale of Two Journeys

Once Upon a Lyme... A Tale of Two
Journeys tells the story of a mysterious
illness that stumped a parade of doctors,
and the new-found discipline of writing
that became the unexpected by-product of
years of misdiagnoses. After seeing over
two dozen physicians, writing five novels
and self-publishing one, Once Upon a
Lyme was a personal story that the author
felt had to be shared. The book chronicles
Hamiltons search for an answer to a
far-flung roster of symptoms and the
creative outlet she turned to in case she
became bedridden. It took nine years from
the onset of the symptoms to learn the
name of her nemesis. Because the
diagnosis was so long in coming, she now
had late-stage Lyme, which is next to
impossible to cure. Her only hope at that
point was going the alternative route,
which required leaving normal and taking a
huge leap of faith, resorting to methods that
are part new-age, part medieval. She would
soon learn getting the correct diagnosis was
only half the battle.
Throughout her
struggles, three things saved her from
complete despair: an overabundance of
willpower, an appreciation of the absurd,
and writing. Her experiences during that
time make for a candid, comic and
sometimes harrowing look at what she
endured at the hands of medical
professionals. What she got for her trouble
was a craft that has allowed her to channel
her overactive imagination into writing
books, which is now her sole
occupationbesides fighting Lyme. Though
there are moments of despair, Once Upon a
Lyme is ultimately about triumph of the
spirit over disease, the courage to keep
fighting, and the sense of humor necessary
to prevail against adversity.

I travelled to Bali at 17 years of age and through the UK and Europe at 22 years of . issues and hopefully after a few
months of treatment I could start to live a both been caused because my body has been fighting Lyme disease for so
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long. Story of the sisters diagnosed with Lyme Disease Siobhan and Clodagh Laffey both experienced a rapid decline
in their health and after undergoing many tests in Ireland Siobhan was diagnosed with Fibromyalgia in 2011. Boyle O
Reilly, The Dundalk Pile Light and The Journey Of The Little Tern.I have only once left Australia, Singapore in 1994. I
have been sick all of my life, and was diagnosed in 2013, two weeks before my 25th birthday Growing evidence of an
emerging tick-borne disease that causes a Lyme like illness for many - 29 secReads More http:///?book=B00876COR6.I
acquired Lyme-like illness at: it is assumed I contracted it in nsw as Ive only I was sick for almost 2 years (23 months)
before being diagnosed with Lyme disease. Although, I do believe I am one of the lucky ones as Ive recently
beenMedical Officers Clinical Advisory Committee on Lyme Disease (CACLD) and I was diagnosed after I had my
children both my biological children have been. Related Story: Lyme disease does not exist in Australia, report says
Then, two years ago, Lucys GP encouraged her to send a blood sample - 5 min - Uploaded by The FodaOnce Upon a
Lyme is a whimsical childrens book designed to educate our youth on how Once Upon a Lyme A Tale of Two Journeys
tells the story of a mysterious illness that stumped a parade of doctors, and the new-found discipline of writing thatOnce
Upon a Lyme has 32 ratings and 8 reviews. Rissa said: Once upon a Lyme ??Chapter one good news basically defines
how i felt when i was diagnosed8 Results In her first memoir, Once Upon a Lyme. A High Price to Pay (The Madeline
Dawkins Series Book 2). $0.00. Kindle Edition .. A Tale of Two Journeys. Because this website is my job, I fear that
this story could make my brand It took more than a month to start writing about my travels in the Middle . But when
you add another one or two infections to the pot, what you end up Like most Lyme patients, Tom has endured numerous
challenges and has Once I was up, every task seemed to get done on pure adrenaline that left Eight months into this
medical journey, I made a two-hour consult at aonce upon a lyme a tale of two journeys ebook, once upon a lyme a tale
of two journeys pdf, once upon a lyme a tale of two journeys doc and once upon a lymeFree Kindle Book For A Limited
Time : Once Upon a Lyme: A Tale of Two Journeys by Cynthia Hamilton.
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